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What does racism mean to you? 
Directions: On your blank piece of paper, write your own 

definition of racism or draw a picture of racism might look like.  

You will not be asked to share this with anyone today. 

Time Limit: Three minutes 



Definition of Racism
Racism (simple definition) - To treat someone unfairly because of 

their race. 

Racism - The intentional or unintentional use of power to separate 

and hurt others.  This use of power is based on a belief in superior 

origin or identity.  Racism gives certain privileges to some people 

and takes away privileges from other people, which keeps racism 

alive.  Both knowingly and unknowingly, racism is enforced and 

maintained by the legal, cultural, religious, educational, economic, 

political and military institutions of societies.  



Film Clips



Clip #1: 
1. Why do you think the Watsons did not want to travel during 

nighttime? 

2. Has there ever been anywhere that you did not feel safe 

traveling with your parents and/or family? 

3. What was the interaction like between the Watsons and the 

waitress? (Hold this in mind).



Clip #2: 
1. When the waitress said, “We don’t serve your kind 

here...you’re going to have to go ’round back,” how would you 

feel if someone told you that? 

2. Why do you think it mattered that the Watsons were “not 

from ’round here”? Any differences between the personalities 

of the waitresses in Michigan & Alabama? 

3. Byron’s dad said, “Follow the rules and you’ll be OK.”  Did 

those rules seem fair?



Clip #3
1. Can you tell me a little bit about what is going on in this 

scene: the expressions on people’s faces, the mood, etc.?

2. As Kenny walks around the bombing area looking for his 

sister, who possibly was killed simply for singing in the 

church choir, what do you think he might be thinking about?

3. What do you think led to this bombing, and what 

consequences do you think the person(s) received?  



Seen (Overt) Racism
There are clear signs that people are being treated unfairly based 

on their race. It’s in the open for everyone to see. 



Unseen (Covert) Racism
Here, it is not in the open that people are being treated unfairly 

because of their race; it is secretive/not seen (covert). 

EXAMPLES: 

Privately denying a person of color employment or education 

opportunities during the admission process

Limiting your friends/inner circle to only people who are the 

same race as you.



(FLO)



Is that Nice? 
● How did you feel when you did not receive a flower? 

● How did you feel when you received a flower? 

● How do you think people feel when they are not treated 

fairly? 





Discussion
● Where do you see racism today?

● Why is there a Black Lives Matter movement; do we need one 

in 2018? 

● What can you do to make the world more racially inclusive? 



Volunteers
May I please have four volunteers to come to the front? 

Directions: Make your plastic top stand vertically upright 

(straight up); and you cannot use anything to help you.  

Whoever gets their top to stand first without falling gets a special 

prize!!!



Power of Love & Teamwork 
● “Darkness cannot drive out darkness; only light can do that. 

Hate cannot drive out hate; only love can do that.” ~ Rev. Dr. 

Martin Luther King, Jr. 

● “If you want to go fast, go alone.  If you want to go far, go 

together.” ~ African Proverb

● Becoming agents of change   
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Examples of Microaggressions in the Classroom:
https://www.messiah.edu/download/downloads/id/921/Microaggressions_in_the_Classroom.pdf

● Setting low expectations for students from particular groups, neighborhoods, or feeder patterns.
● Singling students out in class because of their backgrounds.  
● Expecting students of any particular group to ‘represent’ the perspectives of others of their race, 

gender, etc. in class discussions or debates.
● Denying the experiences of students by questioning the credibility and validity of their stories.
● Assigning projects that ignore differences in socioeconomic class status and inadvertently penalize 

students with fewer financial resources.
● Complimenting non-white students on their use of “good English.”
● Ignoring student‐to‐student microaggressions, even when the interaction is not course‐related.
● Assigning class projects or creating classroom or school procedures that are heterosexist, sexist, racist, 

or promote other oppressions, even inadvertently.
● Having students engage in required reading where the protagonists are always white.



QUIZ
 
1) Car is to driveway as cup is to _____________+

A. Wall        
B. Saucer     
C. Table 
D. Window

2) A baseball diamond has 60 feet between the bases. How far is it from home plate to 2nd base?++

3) You want to plan a nutritious breakfast. It should supply at least 500 calories or more Be sure your choices would provide a reasonable breakfast.+++
Breakfast Food Calories
Plain bagel 195
Cereal, 1 cup 102
Apple Juice, 1 glass 123
Tomato Juice, 1 glass 41
Egg 75
Milk, 1 cup 150

4) An orange grower in California hires migrant workers to pick oranges during the season. He has 12 employees, and each can pick 400 oranges per hour. 
He has discovered that if he adds more workers, the production per worker decreases due to lack of supervision. When x new workers (above the 12) are 
hired, each worker picks 400 – (2x)2 oranges per hour. How many oranges will 15 workers pick?+++

+Source: Ronnie Reese, Testing Bias Persists, 2017 (from “Good Times” 1974)
++Source: Shireen Dadmehr, Math Teacher Mambo, 2010
+++Source: Anita Bright, The Problem With Story Problems, 2016


